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Karambelas,Natasha

From: Nguyen, Christine <Christine.Nguyen@icf.com>
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2020 3:43 PM
To: cbohatch@grcity.us; Paul LeBlanc
Cc: Courtney Myers-Keaton
Subject: Hello from your HUD TA Regional Team Point of Contact - Grand Rapids, MI
Attachments: Rehousing and Coordinated Investment Planning Tool v1.2 5-28-2020.xlsm

Dear Connie and Paul, 
 
I’m writing to introduce myself. My name is Christine Nguyen and I am a member of HUD’s COVID-19 Stimulus Response 
Technical Assistance (TA) Regional Team for Region 5. Each Regional Team covers the CoCs and the ESG recipients in a 
geographic region. You can see which region you belong to by clicking here.  
 
HUD has identified the CoC and the ESG recipients within your specific geographic area to work with HUD TA Regional 
Teams to receive specialized remote assistance as part of HUD’s Stimulus Response. This comes as communities are 
thinking about how they will shift from the initial emergency response to the longer-term rehousing strategy.  
 
As your HUD TA regional team point of contact, I am available to answer questions about the CoC and ESG Program 
(including ESG-CV funds), connect you to HUD tools and resources, and be available if challenges arise. Historically, I 
have worked with the CoC (Grand Rapids, Wyoming/Kent County CoC, MI-506) through the regional teams, and I look 
forward to beginning this work with the ESG recipient, City of Grand Rapids, as well. 
 
In the short-term, what this means is that I will be sending you weekly communication blasts that feature a new HUD 
resource or tool that you and others on this email thread can use locally to strengthen your community’s rehousing 
response. Below please find the first featured email communication blast. I invite you to review the message below, 
explore the Rehousing and Coordinated Investment Planning Tool that is highlighted, and reach out if you have any 
further questions.  
 
I look forward to our work together. 
 
Thank you, 
Christine 
 
Christine Nguyen 
HUD TA Regional Point of Contact in Region 5 & 6 
HUD’s Homelessness Assistance page: https://www.hudexchange.info/homelessness-assistance/ 
 
CHRISTINE NGUYEN | Senior Homeless Services Specialist | +1.703.251.0884 direct | christine.nguyen@icf.com | icf.com 

ICF | 9300 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031 USA 

 
HUD Regional Team Weekly Email Communication Blast: Week of May 25 
 
As the first of weekly SNAPS’ regional team technical assistance communication blasts, this message highlights a new 
resource, the Rehousing and Coordinated Investment Planning Tool (R&CIPT). This tool could help you with the 
planning and decision-making associated with the ESG-CV funds that Congress appropriated to augment local responses 
to homelessness.  The $4 billion of ESG-CV funding, especially when paired with other resources such as CDBG-CV, 
provides a tremendous opportunity for communities to rehouse high numbers of people currently homeless, reduce the 
rate of future homelessness, and improve the way the system performs in the future. 
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While decisions about the initial ESG-CV allocation may already be in process, SNAPS would like to encourage ESG 
recipients and CoCs to develop Coordinated Investment Plans (CIP).  A CIP is a document, developed with community 
partners, that outlines the jurisdiction’s plan to strategically align and commit resources from multiple funders or sources 
to fund a holistic rehousing and prevention strategy. For State ESG recipients, a CIP can be used to consider the most 
effective ways to leverage ESG-CV funds to meet statewide needs, or States can encourage their sub-recipients to 
participate in the development of CIPs to ensure that State ESG-CV funds are being used strategically. 
The R&CIPT spreadsheet uses sequential tabs to organize stakeholder discussions, collect inputs, support the resource 
planning process, and document the decisions needed to formulate a CIP. 
 
The step-by-step tool will enable stakeholders to: 

 Set goals for the local or state prevention and rehousing strategy to address the COVID-19 and homeless 
crisis.  

 Model the interventions needed by different cohorts of households experiencing homelessness or at-imminent 
risk of homelessness.  

 Create a Resource Inventory to catalog the resources available through different stakeholders in the 
community. Plan the most effective use of each resource by allocating funding based on their rehousing 
strategy and inventory of available resources  

The R&CIPT produces a summary CIP report that can be used to educate stakeholders about the community’s plan to 
respond to COVID-19. ESG Recipients and other funders can then use their CIP for contracting available resources and to 
pursue further funding opportunities.  
 
I hope this tool is helpful.  Please reach out if you have questions or if there are other ways I can help support you in your 
efforts to respond to homelessness in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
 


